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ABSTRACT 
 
Due to the high computation complexity and intra-class 
variance in the area of image pattern recognition, feature 
extraction for image pattern recognition has been the 
focus of interest for quite some time. In this paper, a novel 
feature extraction framework is presented, which first 
constructs an over-complete feature combination set, and 
then selects effective combinations by using feature 
selection algorithm. Experimental results show that this 
structure can do pattern recognition on images more 
efficiently in both accuracy and speed.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Pattern recognition on images has been studied for many 
years. Although lots of works have been published to 
improve performance in this area, there is still a long 
distance from human’s vision skill in both speed and 
accuracy. To make further investigation, we first take a 
close look at the two essential ingredients for building a 
good recognition system.  

The first one is feature. Single pixel carries little 
information of given patterns, and has large intra-class 
variance. It is very hard to recognize patterns from images 
on those features. A variety of algorithms have been 
proposed to transform raw features, such as PCA, LDA, 
wavelets, ISOMAP, kernel PCA and etc. Based on these 
features, successive classification task is greatly simplified. 
Turk. M[11] used Eigenface to do face recognition. C. 
Papageorgiou et al. [2] developed a system to detect 
pedestrians in still images that uses SVM and 1326 
wavelet features.  

Another one is learning algorithm. Due to the lighting, 
pose and background variations, the pattern intra-class 
structure turns to be very complicated. To address this 
problem, generalization ability and capacity of the 
learning algorithm should be especially considered. 
Therefore, large margin algorithms, such as SVM, 
boosting  and etc. are widely used in recent years.  

Moreover, as the computation over the whole image is 
always time consuming, the evaluation speed of learning 
algorithm is very important. Boosting algorithm and 
cascade structure began popular. In these framework, 
weak classifiers based on decision stump, linear method 
and etc., can be easily applied to improve evaluation 
speed. But, due to the poor learning capacity of these 
weak classifiers, how to find the effective feature set is 
critical. 

Generally, optimal feature set is very hard to be 
determined manually by prior-knowledge. An over-
completed feature set together with a feature selection 
algorithm is widely used for this problem. For example, P. 
Viola [9] use a boosting cascade to build a face detector 
based on 45891 haar-like features and each haar-like 
feature can be a linear combination of image pixels. 
According to Viola’s experiment, the classifier with only 
two combinations can be adjusted to detect 100% of the 
faces with a false alarm rate of 40%. Compared with raw 
pixel feature, these feature combinations carry more class 
information and tend to be more robust. 

Motivated by viola’s approach, we extended the idea 
of feature combination to more general area. The 
remainder of this article is organized as follows; section 2 
presents the framework of feature combinations for 
classification, section 3 presents some experimental 
results on different pattern recognition problems on 
images, section 4 concludes the article. 
 

2. FEATURE COMBINATIONS FOR PATTERN 
RECOGNITION 

 
2.1 Feature Combinations 
 
In pattern recognition problem, suppose we are given a 

training data set X : n
i Rx ∈ , �,...,1=i with 

corresponding label set Y : }1{±∈iy  �,...,1=i . 

 
Definition 2.1 (feature combination set) 
Functions RRx n →:)(φ could be regard as one feature 



combination of sample x . A set of such function )(xiφ , 

pi ,...,1=  could form the feature combination set 

)}(),...,({ 1 xx pφφ , and map the original training set 
nRX ⊂   to pRX ⊂' in a high-dimensional space F . 

Furthermore, a feature combination set is extended, when 
the original feature set is a subset of the combination set.  
 
Definition 2.2 (rth-combination set) If each function iφ  

only depends on )( nrr ≤ features at most, then the 
extended combination set is a rth-combination set 
 
Definition 2.3 (rth-poly-combination) When φ  is a rth-
degree polynomial function, the corresponding rth-
combination is rth-poly-combination. For example, the 
complete 2nd-poly-combination set of sample xi, could be 
listed as follows,  
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where jix , is the jth-feature of sample xi. 

 
Theorem 2.4 (Cover Theorem on Linear Separability 
[10]) A classification problem is more likely to be linearly 
separable than in original low dimension space Rn, when it 
is cast into a high dimension space F with over-complete 
non-linear mapping. In the case of rth-combination, we 
called the dataset to be φ -separable, when 
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In the special case of poly combinations, probability 
that particular dichotomy picked at random is 

separable−ϕ , and it will be 
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Suppose the equation 2 is a specific definition of a 
non-linear decision function for separating the dataset, 
where iφ  is redefined as a non-linear function 

parameterized by ith feature. A similarly conclusion can be 
drawn from Cover’s theorem. 
 
Corollary 2.5 (Non-linear Separability) A pattern 
classification casting in linear rth-combination set is more 
likely to be non-linearly separable by equation 2 than in 
the original space Rn. 

 
Corollary 2.6 Linear rth-combination set will have the 
same linear separability as it in the original space Rn. 

Proof   Suppose the Linear transformation matrix for 

rth-combination set is npRA ×∈ , each sample nRx ∈  
will be mirrored to Axx =' in the space F. According to 
the definition of rth-combination, nARank =)( . 

Suppose we have the linear decision function in 

original space, which is 0)( >− bxwy i
T

i , according to 

the existence of solutions theorem to systems of linear 
equations, we can always find 'w , which satisfied the 

equation TT wAw =' . Therefore the dataset is linear 

separable in space F by function 0)'( ' >− bxwy i
T

i . 

Suppose we have the linear decision function in space 

F by function 0)'( ' >− bxwy i
T

i . Then obviously, 

according to equation Axx =' , the data set is also linear 
separable in the original space. 

Consequently, the equivalent is proved. 
 
To conclude, in most cases, the more feature 

combinations are constructed the more discriminating 
ability will be provided. But with a finite training set, a 
high-dimensional feature space is almost empty and many 
separators may perform well on the training data [7].  
Moreover, as pn << in the most time, the feature 
combination space F is high redundant. Some feature 
selection algorithm should be employed to enhance the 
performance of successive learning procedure. Hereby a 
new framework of 3-step feature combination and 
selection is proposed. 

 
2.2 Optimal Feature Combinations Generating 
 
The goal of our 3-step feature combination and selection 
is to find the optimal subset of feature combinations to 
enhance the efficiency of successive learning procedure. 
As it is shown in fig. 1, the proposed system is 
constructed by 3 key steps.  

The first one is irrelevance filter. Since the new 
features (combinations) generated in the following step is 
very large, it is necessary to remove initial irrelevant 
features in the earlier steps. Relief algorithm [5] is a 
prominent method in this area. It assigns a relevance value 
to each feature according to the feature difference 
between the sample and the nearest “hit” (another sample 
of the same class) and nearest “miss” (another sample of 
the same class). We therefore could set a threshold for the 
relevance values to divide the feature set into relevant and 
irrelevant features.  If the training set is already highly 
redundant, K-means algorithm can be used to further 
reduce the feature set. 

The second one is feature combination generator.  It 
tries to construct more relevant features by generating an 
over-complete set of redundant features. The resulting set 



is always very large, for example, a full 2nd-poly-
combination set in Rn will has the dimension 
of 2/)3( +nn . Therefore, high order feature 
combinations are seldom applicable without prior-
knowledge. 

The last one is optimal combinations selector. The 
selection algorithm is quite specific here, due to the 
following characteristics: the scale is very large in both 
features and samples, the feature set is highly redundant 
and continuous valued. Therefore some heuristic method 
should be used in this procedure, for example, RFE [3], 
boosting, SFFS (Sequential Floating Forward Selection) 
and SFBS (Sequential Floating Backward Selection [8]. 

 
Figure 1.  3-Step Feature Combination and Selection 
 
The optimal feature combination set is always relative 

to the successive learning procedure. Based on the L/N 
(linear/non-linear) properties of feature combinations and 
learning procedure, systems based on our framework can 
be divided into 4 categories, N+L, N+N, L+N, and L+L. 
As the last one is useless according to the theorem of 
separability, we test the remaining solutions in next 
section. 
 

3. EXPERIMENT RESULTS 
 
3.1 Non-Linear combinations for Linear SVM 
Classification 
 
With the using of kernel tricks, Vapnik extended SVM to 
non-linear classification and made SVM more applicable 
to most pattern recognition problems. The cost for this 
extension, however, is that the final decision function is 
only obtained as kernel expansions which are 
parameterized by SVs (Support Vectors). Therefore, the 
computation complexity increases dramatically, when the 

SV set is very large.  A few algorithms have been 
proposed to solve this problem, for example [1] 
introduced reduced set method to compact the size of SV 
set. Here, based on the idea of feature combinations, 
another solution is given. 

For a SVM classifier with 2nd-degree polynomial 

kernel 2)1(),( jiji xxxxK ⋅+= , the feature space F 

with dimension 2/)3( += nnp is given by the full 2nd-
poly-combination set, 
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An optimal hyper-plane could be found in the feature 

space F to separate training data ),( ii yx  , where 
n

i Rx ∈  and }1,1{−∈iy . The decision function )(xf  

should be, 
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where .Fw ∈    (5) 
However the dimensionality of feature space F used to 

be very high or infinite. Evaluating equation (5) will be 
time consuming. In this paper, feature selection algorithms 
it adopted for polynomial kernel. By this way the penalty 
of kernel expansions is avoided.  

 

 
Figure 2.  Optimal feature combination set selection. The 
x axis is the feature number we used in each step of RFE 

feature selection, and the y axis is the linear SVM 
classification accuracy. 

 
To evaluate our method, about 6000 grayscale face 

examples are collected from various sources, covering the 

out-of-plane rotation in the range of ]20,20[ 00 +− . They 
are roughly aligned by eyes and mouth. For each aligned 
face example, a synthesized face example is generated by 

a random in-plane-rotation in the range of ]15,15[ 00 +− . 
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This creates a training set of 12,000 (8000 for training, 
4000 for testing) face examples, which is cropped and re-
scaled to the size of 20x20. Also the same number non-
face examples for training set and testing set are collected 
from 100,000 images containing no faces.  An over-
complete set of Haar-like features was extracted on this 
training set.  We first use Relief and a variant of K-means 
algorithm [4] to reduce the original feature set from 45891 
features to 40 features, and then expand the feature set to 
the full 2nd-poly-combination set with dimensionality 860.  
After that, RFE was used to reduce the feature set 
gradually.  

 
Fig. 2 shows the performance of linear SVM classifier 

on each step of feature selection. We can find that most 

features *
kx   are irrelevant or redundant. Actually when 

we removed feature gradually, the classification 
performance keeps being improved until 2/3 features was 
removed, and only 15.6% features is required for the 
linear SVM classifier with the same accuracy as the 2nd-
polynomial SVM classifier. 

 
3.2 Non-Linear Combinations for Boosting 
Classification 
 
Based on above training set, the approach of N+N was 
evaluated. First we use adaboost selection 40 features 
from the 45000 Haar-like features [9]. Then we using 2nd-
polynomial feature combinations to expand the feature set 
to 860 features. At last we train another adaboost 
classifier on the new training set with 40 features.  
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Figure 3.  ROC curves for different approaches  

 
In fig. 3, we compare the ROC curves of these two 

boosting model. It shows that the performance of the non-
linear combination is almost the same as the performance 
of the pure boosting model.  
 

3.3 Linear Combinations for Image orientation 
detection 
 
Automatic detection of image orientation is a very 
difficult but important task in a digital image management 
system.  Humans identify the correct orientation of an 
image through the contextual information or object 
recognition.  Unfortunately, present works of computer 
vision still cannot establish a sufficient and effective way 
to interpret high level structure of objects in real world 
images.  Therefore, the only way to deal with this problem 
is to exploit the the low-level features from the images 
rather than the content of the images. 

Based on the low-level features, we represent the 
image orientation detection problem as a four-class 
classification problem, i.e. given an image from a scanner 
or a digital camera, determine its correct orientation from 
among the four possible ones: 1ω ⇔0°, 2ω ⇔90°, 

3ω ⇔180°, and 4ω ⇔270°.  

 
Figure 4. Comparison of feature combination with 2000 

features  in terms of classification accuracy vs. reject rate. 
 
For each image, as described in [6], we extract 475 

low level features, which consists 150 color moment (CM) 
features and 325 edge directional histogram (EDH) 
features. However, based only on these features, the 
performance of AdaBoost algorithm is not satisfactory in 
our experiment. 

Motivated by the fact that the positive and negative 
samples are extracted from images in different 
orientations, e.g. 0° is for positive samples, 90°, 180° and 
270° are for negative samples, we use the subtraction 
operation to combine two features together and form a 
new feature.  Thus, if an image is rotated, the value of 
combined feature must change. In order to avoid the 
combination explosion, we only combine two features 
which have the same meaning.  The total number of 
combined features is 6175. 



We use the training data from the Corel photo gallery 
and the number of training examples is 5,416, and the test 
set size is 5,422.  

From fig. 4, we can see clearly that by combining 
features with subtraction operation, the accuracy with 
rejection rate 0% increases from 76.7% to 81.0%.  It 
shows that the feature combination is very effective.  Note 
that the classification accuracy of SVM on this training set 
and testing set is 78.4%.  

 
Figure 5. Comparison of feature combination in terms of 

classification accuracy vs. feature number when reject rate 
is 0%. 

 
From fig. 5, we can see that feature combination plays 

an import role in boosting the performance.  By feature 
combination, the more features selected by AdaBoost, the 
better the classification accuracy we can obtain. If we do 
not adopt any feature combination, i.e. training on the 
original 475 dimensional features, the accuracy is lower 
and the over fitting phenomenon appears when the feature 
number is more than 3500. Again it shows the 
effectiveness of the feature combination. 
 

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 

The feature combination framework presented in this 
paper targets effective pattern recognition on images. It is 
constructed by 3 steps. The first step is based on Relief 
and K-means algorithm, which filters out redundant and 
irrelevant features. The second step is a feature 
combination generator, which provides more relevant 
feature for further feature selection. The last step selects 
the final optimal subset of feature combinations. We 
recommend boosting and RFE algorithms, depending on 
the situation. The linear feature combination is best for 
boosting classifier. And RFE algorithm is more suitable 
for non-linear feature combination.  

Combined with linear SVM and boosting algorithm, 
our system achieves pretty good performance in both 

accuracy and speed.  Further improvement will be focused 
on the feature selection algorithms in step 1 and 3. 
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